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The Grammar Bible
For more than a quarter of a century, as the creator and proprietor of the National Grammar Hot Line, Michael Strumpf
helped thousands of callers from every corner of the globe tackle the thorniest issues of English grammar. In The Grammar
Bible, he answers the most common, the most insightful, and the funniest questions asked of him by students, editors,
lawyers, doctors, and writers of all stripes. Professor Strumpf's unique question-and-answer sections follow concise but
thorough explanations of the various elements of good grammar, from parts of speech to types of sentences; together, they
comprise the ideal primer on speech and writing, showing readers how to express themselves more impressively. Whether
you need a comprehensive review of the subjunctive mood or simply want to know which form of a verb to use, The
Grammar Bible is a practical handbook that will enlighten, educate, and entertain you.

Topographical Surveying
In the art of it there is a reflection of life as it is found across the breadth of nature. The verses within this work are inspired
to teach of this universal transcendency we call life. They will be of a purpose by which the reader may learn of him/herself
the greater being by which we are a part. Virtue is but the entire whole being greater than the sum of its parts. Alike a loaf
of bread made from scratch, each ingredient is bitter and displeasing, yet when carefully added together, given time to
bake, then those ingredients comprise a nutritious completion. So a true poem may be of words that teach of an
understanding which is greater than the words used to create the verse. Inspiration is but the essence of an artistic
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creation, and the creator is but the vehicle of such. There we will learn by a work of creativity the nature of life as is
understood through nature, truth and beauty. For it is but these qualities which created the greater universe by which we
all belong. Live by virtue and there will illumine the entire resolution of any conflict. Within poetry is presented a problem
and throughout the verse to the very ending is a solution to this problem, giving the reader understanding and benefit.
Learn by art and the never-ending process of life will become more and more complete, like a loaf of bread.

The Unseen Realm
The best of both deductive and inductive approaches introducing students to the basics of Biblical Hebrew.

Garner's Modern American Usage
Differences Between Bible Versions: Third Edition
Through theologically-engaged close readings of her poetry and devotional prose, this book explores how Christina Rossetti
draws on the Bible and encourages her Victorian readers to respond to its radical message of grace. Structured
chronologically, each chapter investigates her participation in the formation of Tractarian theology and details how her
interpretative strategies changed over the course of her lifetime. Revealing how her encounter with the biblical text is
informed by devotional classics, Christina Rossetti and the Bible highlights the influence of Thomas a' Kempis, John Bunyan,
George Herbert and John Donne and describes how Rossetti adapted the teaching of the Ancient and Patristic Fathers and
medieval mystics. It also considers the interfaces that are established between her devotional poems and the anthology
and periodical pieces alongside which they were published throughout the second half of the nineteenth-century.

The Biblical Hebrew Companion for Bible Software Users
"The author recalls how, after becoming very familiar with the Biblical Old Testament in its original Hebrew growing up, an
encounter with an English language version led her on a ten-year project of examining various translations of the Old
Testament and their histories, "--Novelist.

Garner's Modern English Usage
Bryan Garner is the most trusted living usage expert of our day, and Garner's Modern English Usage is the preeminent
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guide to the effective use of the English language. With well over 6,000 entries on English grammar, syntax, word choice,
punctuation, capitalization, spelling, and style, thisbook is adored by professional writers and general readers alike. In this
major update to a timeless classic, Bryan Garner has dramatically expanded coverage of international English usage,
making the volume for the first time a guide not only to American English usage, but to English usage aroundthe
globe.Interest in the English language is greater than ever; English is the lingua franca not only of higher education and
academia, but of science, business, computing, aviation, and even - arguably - entertainment. An awareness of global
English matters today as never before. To ensure that BryanGarner's clear, unambiguous advice resonates with Englishspeakers worldwide, more than 2,000 entries have been revised to account for the nuances of English not only in the United
States, but in Australia and New Zealand, the United Kingdom, Canada, and South Africa.Not everything has changed:
readers will still find the popular "Garner's Language-Change Index" which registers where each disputed usage in modern
English falls on a five-stage continuum from non-acceptability (to the language community as a whole) to acceptability,
giving the book a consistentstandard throughout. Bryan Garner's tools for scientific accuracy are, however, fully updated:
this fourth edition benefits from usage data generated by Google Ngrams, which charts frequencies of any word or short
sentence in sources printed after 1800.With thousands of concise entries, longer essays on problematic areas such as
subject-verb agreement and danglers, and meticulous citations of the New York Times, Newsweek, and other leading
journalistic sources, this fourth edition of Garner's Modern English Usage provides priceless referenceinformation to anyone
hoping to improve as a writer - worldwide.

Angels
Memoirs of the Soul
What does the Bible really tell us about the heavenly host? Everyone knows that angels have wings, usually carry harps,
and that each of us has our own personal guardian angel, right? We all have some preconceptions about angels from
movies, television shows, and other media, but you might be surprised to know that a lot of those notions aren’t based on
anything from the Bible. If you read Luke 1:26–38 and imagine the angel Gabriel standing before Mary with neatly folded
white wings, you’re not getting that picture from anything the Bible itself says. What the Bible really says about angels is
overlooked or filtered through popular myths. This book was written to help change that. It’s a book about the loyal
members of God’s heavenly host, and while most people associate them with the word “angel,” that’s just one of many
terms the Bible uses for supernatural beings. In The Unseen Realm Michael Heiser opened the eyes of thousands to seeing
the Bible through the supernatural worldview of the ancient world it was written in. In his latest book, Angels, Dr. Heiser
reveals what the Bible really says about God’s supernatural servants. Heiser focuses on loyal, holy heavenly beings because
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the Bible has a lot more to say about them than most people suspect. Most people presume all there is to know about
angels is what has been passed on in Christian tradition, but in reality, that tradition is quite incomplete and often
inaccurate. Angels is not guided by traditions, stories, speculations, or myths about angels. Heiser’s study is grounded in
the terms the Bible itself uses to describe members of God’s heavenly host; he examines the terms in their biblical context
while drawing on insights from the wider context of the ancient Near Eastern world. The Bible’s view on heavenly beings
begins with Old Testament terms but then moves into literature from the Second Temple period—Jewish writings from
around the fifth century BC to the first century AD. This literature from the time between the Old Testament and the New
Testament influenced the New Testament writers in significant ways. With that important background established, the book
focuses on what the New Testament tells us about God’s holy ones. Finally, the book reflects on common misconceptions
about angels and addresses why the topic is still important and relevant for Christians today.

2 Timothy and Titus
Grammatical Concepts 101 for Biblical Hebrew
Rich in historical events and colorfully written, this fascinating account of women in the church spans nearly two thousand
years of church history. It tells of events and aspirations, determination and disappointment, patience and achievement
that mark the history of daughters of the church from the time of Jesus to the present. The authors have endeavored to
present an objective story. The very fact that readers may find themselves surprised now and again by the prominent role
of women in certain events and movements proves an inequality that historical narrative has often been guilty of. This is a
book about women. It is a setting straight off the record -- a restoring of balance to history that has repeatedly played down
the significance of the contributions of women to the theology, the witness, the movements, and the growth of the church.
An exegetical study of relevant Scripture passages offers stimulating thought for discussion and for serious reevaluation of
historical givens. This volume is enriched by pictures, appendixes, bibliography, and indexes. Like many of the women
whose stories it tells, this book has a subdued strength that should not be underestimated.

Brief Insights on Mastering Bible Doctrine
Bible doctrine gets a bad rap. It's anything but boring. The Bible is to doctrine what a recipe is to the delicious results. What
satisfies is the outcome - the mouth-watering morsel - not the lifeless list of ingredients. If all you know of Scripture is Bible
characters and stories, you're missing its life-changing teachings. The crucifixion was an event. What it means is doctrine.
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theologically - about what the Bible says. He also covers the spectrum of Christian doctrine, succinctly drawing meaning
from the Bible independent of denominational traditions.

A Guide to Biblical Hebrew Syntax
The centralization of the cult mandate in Deuteronomy has captivated scholars for over two centuries. Related to this
mandate are five legislative themes--abrogation of idolatry, tithing, the Israelite festival calendar, judiciary officials, and the
priesthood. Collectively, these themes are interwoven into the Deuteronomic social, political, and religious infrastructure.
Interpreted through an exilic lens, this study examines the themes through the relevant literary strata in the Enneateuch. In
doing so, the themes are identified as playing an instrumental role in the demise of the divided monarchy. It is through the
demise of the divided monarchy that the book of Deuteronomy, especially the centralization mandate, takes on a new
meaning--a utopian desire. Thus, the rhetorical strategy of centralization, once contrived to unify and purify the cult,
actually leads to failure and serves as motivation for reform during the exilic period.

Practical English Usage
Written to facilitate study in Kelley's widely-used Biblical Hebrew: An Introductory Grammar, this handbook provides a
complete answer key to the exercises in the grammar as well as practical helps, footnotes, word lists, test suggestions, and
other supplementary material--all written to free up valuable class time and to aid individuals studying Hebrew on their
own.

Introduction to Classical and New Testament Greek
Amazing Truths
The Legislative Themes of Centralization
In this revised edition of a proven resource, a recognized expert in biblical Hebrew provides a readable, linguistically savvy
guide to navigating basic grammatical concepts. Designed to complement any standard Hebrew grammar, the book revisits
English grammar in order to teach concepts that are especially relevant to Hebrew. Each chapter focuses on an individual
concept, first explaining how it works in English, then illustrating it in biblical Hebrew. Abundant English and Hebrew
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examples illustrate each concept, most of them visually analyzed. The book's clear design and attractive layout will appeal
to visual learners.

The Grammar of God
Fully revised and updated, and now available online and in print.

Word-order Variation in Isaiah 40-55
Demons
What does the Bible really tell us about the heavenly host? Everyone knows that angels have wings, usually carry harps,
and that each of us has our own personal guardian angel, right? We all have some preconceptions about angels from
movies, television shows, and other media, but you might be surprised to know that a lot of those notions aren't based on
anything from the Bible. If you read Luke 1:26-38 and imagine the angel Gabriel standing before Mary with neatly folded
white wings, you're not getting that picture from anything the Bible itself says. What the Bible really says about angels is
overlooked or filtered through popular myths. This book was written to help change that. It's a book about the loyal
members of God's heavenly host, and while most people associate them with the word "angel," that's just one of many
terms the Bible uses for supernatural beings. In The Unseen Realm, Michael Heiser opened the eyes of thousands to seeing
the Bible through the supernatural worldview of the ancient world it was written in. In his latest book, Angels, Dr. Heiser
reveals what the Bible really says about God's supernatural servants. Heiser focuses on loyal, holy heavenly beings because
the Bible has a lot more to say about them than most people suspect. Most people presume all there is to know about
angels is what has been passed on in Christian tradition, but in reality, that tradition is quite incomplete and often
inaccurate. Angels is not guided by traditions, stories, speculations, or myths about angels. Heiser's study is grounded in
the terms the Bible itself uses to describe members of God's heavenly host; he examines the terms in their biblical context
while drawing on insights from the wider context of the ancient Near Eastern world. The Bible's view on heavenly beings
begins with Old Testament terms but then moves into literature from the Second Temple period--Jewish writings from
around the 5th century BC to the 1st century AD. This literature from the time between the Old Testament and the New
Testament influenced the New Testament writers in significant ways. With that important background established, the book
focuses on what the New Testament tells us about God's holy ones. Finally, the book reflects on common misconceptions
about angels and addresses why the topic is still important and relevant for Christians today.
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Office 2010 Bible
Meeting the need for a textbook for classroom use after first year Hebrew grammar, Waltke and O'Connor integrate the
results of modern linguistic study of Hebrew and years of experience teaching the subject in this book. In addition to
functioning as a teaching grammar, this work will also be widely used for reference and self-guided instruction in Hebrew
beyond the first formal year. Extensive discussion and explanation of grammatical points help to sort out points blurred in
introductory books. More than 3,500 Biblical Hebrew examples illustrate the points of grammar under discussion. Four
indexes (Scripture, Authorities cited, Hebrew words, and Topics) provide ready access to the vast array of information found
in the 40 chapters. Destined to become a classic work, this long-awaited book fills a major gap among modern publications
on Biblical Hebrew.

Encyclopaedia Judaica: Ba-Blo
A comprehensive revision of this popular Hebrew grammar textbook.

Christina Rossetti and the Bible
The truth about demons is far stranger-and even more fascinating-than what's commonly believed. Are demons real? Are
they red creatures with goatees holding pitchforks and sitting on people's shoulders while whispering bad things? Did a
third of the angels really rebel with Satan? Are demons and "principalities and powers" just terms for the same entities, or
are they different members of the kingdom of darkness? Is the world a chaotic mess because of what happened in Eden, or
is there more to the story of evil? What people believed about evil spiritual forces in ancient biblical times is often very
different than what people have been led to believe about them today. And this ancient worldview is missing from most
attempts to treat the topic. In Demons, Michael Heiser debunks popular presuppositions about the very real powers of
darkness. Rather than traditions, stories, speculations, or myths, Demons is grounded in what ancient people of both the
Old and New Testament eras believed about evil spiritual forces and in what the Bible actually says. You'll come away with
a sound, biblical understanding of demons, supernatural rebellion, evil spirits, and spiritual warfare.

A Grammar for Biblical Hebrew
Under the guidance of one of the world's leading New Testament scholars, you and your small group will here discover that
the bizarre images of Revelation conceal one of Scripture's clearest and most dramatic visions of God's plan for creation.
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Daughters of the Church
Provides an exhaustive and organized overview of Jewish life and knowledge from the Second Temple period to the
contemporary State of Israel, from Rabbinic to modern Yiddish literature, from Kabbalah to "Americana" and from Zionism
to the contribution of Jews to world cultures.

The Verbal System of Biblical Aramaic
Provides answers to a variety of common questions concerning proper English usage, grammar, spelling, and etymology

Basics of Ancient Ugaritic
For more than a quarter of a century, as the creator and proprietor of the National Grammar Hot Line, Michael Strumpf
helped thousands of callers from every corner of the globe tackle the thorniest issues of English grammar. In The Grammar
Bible, he answers the most common, the most insightful, and the funniest questions asked of him by students, editors,
lawyers, doctors, and writers of all stripes. Professor Strumpf's unique question-and-answer sections follow concise but
thorough explanations of the various elements of good grammar, from parts of speech to types of sentences; together, they
comprise the ideal primer on speech and writing, showing readers how to express themselves more impressively. Whether
you need a comprehensive review of the subjunctive mood or simply want to know which form of a verb to use, The
Grammar Bible is a practical handbook that will enlighten, educate, and entertain you.

Angels
What is the significance of word-order variation in Isaiah 40-55? This work attempts to answer that question through the
application of a functional linguistic model. A model is outlined which is drawn primarily from Functional Grammar and a
metalanguage is developed which also incorporates insights and terminology from Prague School linguistics and Discourse
Analysis. According to this model, all languages develop a basic functional pattern into which constituents are placed in a
consistent, familiar order according to the function which those constituents serve in a discourse context. Additionaly,
languages develop special positions which can be used to mark constituents with certain functions (Topic, Theme, Setting,
Focus, Tail, Vocative and Parenthetical). A functional pattern (the basic pattern plus the special positions) is outlined for the
language of verbal clauses in Isaiah 40-55. Also, rules are written which describe the placement of constituents in the
functional pattern. Each of the functions outlined in the model and defined in the metalanguage is illustrated in the
language of Isaiah 40-55. Finally, there is a chapter which outlines the many defamiliar, or poetic, patterns found in Isaiah
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40-55 due to the foregrounding of the language. In conclusion, it is observed that the order of constituents in the language
of Isaiah 40-55 frequently does not emulate the basic functional pattern. Two explanations are demonstrated for this
phenomenon: first, Deutero-Isaiah makes frequent use of special positions to mark certain functions; and second, the
language of Isaiah 40-55 is foregrounded, or poetic, and highly defamiliarizing.

A Handbook to Biblical Hebrew
Since first appearing in 1998, Garner's Modern American Usage has established itself as the preeminent guide to the
effective use of the English language. Brimming with witty, erudite essays on troublesome words and phrases, GMAU
authoritatively shows how to avoid the countless pitfalls that await unwary writers and speakers whether the issues relate
to grammar, punctuation, word choice, or pronunciation. An exciting new feature of this third edition is Garner's LanguageChange Index, which registers where each disputed usage in modern English falls on a five-stage continuum from
nonacceptability (to the language community as a whole) to acceptability, giving the book a consistent standard
throughout. GMAU is the first usage guide ever to incorporate such a language-change index. The judgments are based
both on Garner's own original research in linguistic corpora and on his analysis of hundreds of earlier studies. Another first
in this edition is the panel of critical readers: 120-plus commentators who have helped Garner reassess and update the
text, so that every page has been improved. Bryan A. Garner is a writer, grammarian, lexicographer, teacher, and lawyer.
He has written professionally about English usage for more than 28 years, and his work has achieved widespread renown.
David Foster Wallace proclaimed that Bryan Garner is a genius and William Safire called the book excellent. In fact, due to
the strength of his work on GMAU, Garner was the grammarian asked to write the grammar-and-usage chapter for the
venerable Chicago Manual of Style. His advice on language matters is second to none.

Painless Perfect Grammar
A thorough and insightful commentary on Paul's letter to his coworker Timothy, which the apostle wrote before and during
Nero's persecution. Spencer carefully examines each part of the letter and relates it to the overall flow of the argument and
in light of the larger biblical, historical, social, and cultural contexts. How Paul's writing related to the ancient communities
is highlighted in the light of original data gleaned from her explorations on location in Crete, Ephesus, and Rome. In
addition, Paul's rhetorical and ministry strategies, especially as they relate to women and their role in the church, are
explored. Throughout, Spencer presents an in-depth exegesis in a readable format enhanced by forty years of ministry.

American Book Publishing Record
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The best of the best from the bestselling authors of Excel, Word, and PowerPoint Bibles! Take your pick of applications from
the Office 2010 suite and your choice of leading experts to show you how to use them. This Office 2010 Bible features the
best-of-the-best content from the Excel 2010 Bible, by "Mr. Spreadsheet" John Walkenbach; the Word 2010 Bible by
Microsoft MVP Herb Tyson; the PowerPoint 2010 Bible, by PowerPoint expert Faithe Wempen; and coverage of Access 2010
from Microsoft MVP Michael Alexander. If you want to quickly and effectively begin using Office 2010, start in the experts'
corner with this must-have book. Gives you the best-of-the-best content on Office 2010 from the leading experts, authors,
and contributors to our Excel, Word, PowerPoint, and Access Bibles Includes content from John Walkenbach, aka "Mr.
Spreadsheet"; Word expert and Microsoft MVP Herb Tyson; PowerPoint expert Faithe Wempen; and Excel and Access expert
and Microsoft MVP Michael Alexander Takes you beyond creating simple text documents, spreadsheets, and presentations
to help you use multiple Office applications at once to conquer critical business tasks Hones in with expert coverage of the
topics within each application that you need to know most Covers even more from Outlook and other key Office topics Get
the best of four books in one with this power-packed reference!

The Facade
The defining feature of this textbook is the treatment of classical and New Testament Greek as one language using primary
sources. All the example sentences the students will translate are real Greek sentences, half of which are taken from
classical literature and philosophy and half of which are directly from the New Testament. The advantage of this approach is
that it highlights the linguistic, literary, and historical connections between classical Greece and early Christianity. Rather
than having students memorize isolated tables and artificial sentences, Michael Boler spent years combing through
thousands of pages of literature, philosophy, and scripture to find short, powerful sentences that not only teach the
grammatical concepts in each chapter, but also contain seeds of wisdom that will spark wonder and discussion. Introduction
to New Testament and Classical Greek is born out of classroom experience in a Catholic liberal arts university whose
students were disappointed to be forced to choose between textbooks that taught classical Greek in isolation and ones that
focused exclusively on the New Testament. By the end of this book, students will have read over 200 lines of scripture and
an equal amount of ancient literature from Homer to Aristotle. They will also have the grammatical knowledge to continue
to read classical and New Testament Greek. Each chapter contains a section at the end that delves deeply into the
etymology and background of the words and passages encountered in the respective chapter. Professors will thus be able
to use these chapters as a bridge to philosophical, theological, historical, and literary topics that will enrich the class.

Biblical Hebrew Reference Grammar
This work is intended to serve as a user-friendly and up-to-date source of information on the morphology, syntax, semantics
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and pragmatics of Biblical Hebrew verbs, nouns and other word classes (prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs, modal words,
negatives, focus particles, discourse markers, interrogatives and interjections). It also contains one of the most elaborate
treatments of Biblical Hebrew word order yet published in a grammar. This reference grammar will be of service to students
who have completed an introductory or intermediate course in Biblical Hebrew, and also to more advanced scholars seeking
to take advantage of traditional and recent descriptions of the language that go beyond the basic morphology of Biblical
Hebrew.

Introducing Biblical Hebrew
A Guide to Biblical Hebrew Syntax introduces and abridges the syntactical features of the original language of the Hebrew
Bible/Old Testament. An intermediate-level reference grammar for Biblical Hebrew, it assumes an understanding of
elementary phonology and morphology, and it defines and illustrates the fundamental syntactical features of Biblical
Hebrew that most intermediate-level readers struggle to master. The volume divides Biblical Hebrew syntax and
morphology, into four parts. The first three cover the individual words (nouns, verbs, and particles) with the goal of helping
the reader move from morphological and syntactical observations to meaning and significance. The fourth section moves
beyond phrase-level phenomena and considers the larger relationships of clauses and sentences. Since publication of the
First Edition, research on Biblical Hebrew syntax has substantially evolved. This new edition incorporates these
developments through detailed descriptions of grammatical phenomena from a linguistics approach. It retains the labels
and terminology used in the First Edition to maintain continuity with the majority of entry-level and more advanced
grammars.

New Testament Greek
For many years, first-year Greek students have relied on James Allen Hewett's New Testament Greek: A Beginning and
Intermediate Grammar for its straightforward approach to the fundamentals of language study. Now this trusted grammar
will continue to provide beginning scholars with a solid foundation for doing translation, exegesis, and biblical
interpretation. New Testament Greek presents complex Greek grammatical concepts clearly and in terms of familiar English
grammar. Each concept is then illustrated using multiple examples from the New Testament, and students apply their
learning with translation exercises drawn directly from biblical text instead of artificial sentences created by grammarians.
The CD-ROM included with the textbook contains powerful learning tools for vocalizing Greek, mastering new vocabulary,
and identifying verb forms. Features include: • chapters providing a foundational understanding of the basic components of
language • a linguistically informed chapter on how languages communicate meaning • detailed explanations of complex
grammatical constructions that shed light on biblical meanings • grammatical discussions that reflect recent advances in
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the understanding of Greek tense and case • vocabulary study lists based on NT word frequency • Greek-to-English
translation exercises that help students quickly build competency and confidence • optional "Step Beyond" advanced
grammar sections and English-to-Greek translation exercises • expanded reference appendixes, including summary word
charts, vocabulary lists, and a list of principal parts of common verbs • a dictionary of all the Greek words used in the text •
a complete answer key to the translation exercises on the CD-ROM

Revelation
In The Unseen Realm, Dr. Michael Heiser examines the ancient context of Scripture, explaining how its supernatural
worldview can help us grow in our understanding of God. He illuminates intriguing and amazing passages of the Bible that
have been hiding in plain sight. You'll find yourself engaged in an enthusiastic pursuit of the truth, resulting in a new
appreciation for God's Word. Why wasn't Eve surprised when the serpent spoke to her? How did descendants of the
Nephilim survive the flood? Why did Jacob fuse Yahweh and his Angel together in his prayer? Who are the assembly of
divine beings that God presides over? In what way do those beings participate in God's decisions? Why do Peter and Jude
promote belief in imprisoned spirits? Why does Paul describe evil spirits in terms of geographical rulership? Who are the
"glorious ones" that even angels dare not rebuke? After reading this book, you may never read your Bible the same way
again. Endorsements "There is a world referred to in the Scripture that is quite unseen, but also quite present and active.
Michael Heiser's The Unseen Realm seeks to unmask this world. Heiser shows how important it is to understand this world
and appreciate how its contribution helps to make sense of Scripture. The book is clear and well done, treating many ideas
and themes that often go unseen themselves. With this book, such themes will no longer be neglected, so read it and
discover a new realm for reflection about what Scripture teaches." --Darrell L. Bock, Executive Director for Cultural
Engagement, Senior Research Professor of New Testament Studies, Howard G. Hendricks Center for Christian Leadership
and Cultural Engagement "'How was it possible that I had never seen that before?' Dr. Heiser's survey of the complex
reality of the supernatural world as the Scriptures portray it covers a subject that is strangely sidestepped. No one is going
to agree with everything in his book, but the subject deserves careful study, and so does this book." --John Goldingay, David
Allan Hubbard Professor of Old Testament, School of Theology, Fuller Theological Seminary "This is a 'big' book in the best
sense of the term. It is big in its scope and in its depth of analysis. Michael Heiser is a scholar who knows Scripture
intimately in its ancient cultural context. All--scholars, clergy, and laypeople--who read this profound and accessible book
will grow in their understanding of both the Old and New Testaments, particularly as their eyes are opened to the Bible's
'unseen world.'" --Tremper Longman III, Robert H. Gundry Professor of Biblical Studies, Westmont College

Cyclopaedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature
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Are science and religion hopelessly at odds with one another in their view of truth? Not if you read physicist Michael
Guillen’s new book on truth, which shows that the two sources of truth, scientific and religious, are not opposed but in
surprising agreement

An Introduction to Biblical Hebrew Syntax
This teaching grammar on Ugaritic---Basics of Ancient Ugaritic by Michael Williams---begins with the alphabet, and each
new lesson builds on the ones before it. Each chapter concludes with a set of exercises that enables students to know
whether he or she is grasping the fundamentals of the language.

The Grammar Bible
Grammarians have been unable to provide a sufficient explanation for the verbal system of Biblical Aramaic by means of
the standard categories of tense and aspect. Michael B. Shepherd exposes this situation and suggests a way out of the
present impasse through distributional analysis by proposing that Biblical Aramaic has a primary verbal form for narration
and a primary verbal form for discourse. This simple yet comprehensive proposal holds true not only for Biblical Aramaic
but also for extra-Biblical Aramaic texts. This volume is an indispensable resource for courses in Biblical Aramaic and for
anyone who wishes to read and understand the Biblical Aramaic corpus.

The Jewish Quarterly Review
The Biblical Hebrew Companion for Bible Software Users helps users understand the exegetical significance of Hebrew
grammatical terminology identified by the program. This resource provides students who utilize biblical language software
the insight they need to make sense of the data provided by the program, giving them deeper insight into the biblical text
that they could not get by solely reading an English translation. The Biblical Hebrew Companion for Bible Software Users is
ideally suited for: Pastors and ministry leaders who may have learned Hebrew at one time but have experienced the loss of
much of that learning College and seminary students who are learning Hebrew and need a guide to help understand the
significance of the grammatical terminology Bible software users who never formally learned Hebrew in the classroom and
need help understanding the meaning of the terms they encounter With grammatical terms laid out and discussed in an
intuitive and user-friendly format, readers can now spend time focusing on exegesis and applying their findings to their
preaching, teachings, study, and writing instead of puzzling over the significance of grammatical terminology and how to
apply it.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
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